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MOORE MALFEASANCE?

BY JOHN MARSHALL 

The Maple Grove Police Department has 
dismissed longtime Detective Angus Moore, a 
thirty-two year veteran of the forces, the last 23 in 
Maple Grove. 

It is alleged, over a period of the last 18 months, 
Detective Angus Moore  has been taking bribe 
money from local entrepreneur and suspected 
member of organized crime, Damian Traeger.  

According to Detective Mary Myles, “the case is 
ongoing and at this time, Mr. Moore is not under 
arrest.” 

Moore’s dismissal comes at a time where the police 
department is being accused of having several 
members working for figures of the Maple Grove 
underworld. 

Angus Moore did not return calls by press time. 
The Examiner reached out to MGPD Commander 
Gordon Stillson.  The commander said,  “these 
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Detective Angus Moore, a 23 year veteran of the MGPD, seen 
here in surveillance video allegedly accepting a bribe from 
suspected organized crime member Damian Traeger.  

DISCREDITED DETECTIVE ANGUS MOORE DISMISSED FROM MGPD 

AMIDST ALLEGATIONS OF BRIBERY LINKED TO DAMIAN TRAEGER 
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POLICE FEAR 
NEFARIOUS 

UNDERWORLD 
SPREADING IN 
OUR FAIR CITY 

BY LAURA EASTMAN 

With the recent dismissal of 
Detective Angus Moore, it is 
getting harder and harder for our 
police department to feign 
ignorant when it comes to 
organized crime creeping ever 
closer into our fair city. 

Commander Gordon Stillson 
noted that veteran officer Moore 
was just “one bad apple” and that 
the remainder of the MGPD, 
thirty-five officers in total, are 
loyal to the rule of law and 
“working to keep all of our citizens 
safe.” 

And while the commander did 
note that crime has risen over the 
last year, he placed it squarely on 
the shoulders of the downturn in  

See UNDERWORLD on Page 09 

FROM THE DESK OF MARTIN STILLER 

I THINK NOT:  

WHY SHOULD FURST 
CONTROL THE CAVE? 

Hurrah for HollowWood! While the heartless 
HollowWood Heathens bask in the Godless glow of 
glamour of glitz, and the sensationalist, superficial start 
system as meaningless money-motivated movie 
madness invades the streets and environs our fairy city, 
this diligent and determined reporter is concerned 
about something more malignant - how about a 
spurious, specious spelunking shyster, literally 
corrupting the very foundation of Maple Grove. 

See STILLER EDITORIAL on Page 09


